
They didn't warn me.
Not the poets.
Not the singers.
None of my heroes.
Oh, some philosphers
issued vague warnings
about staring at the sun,
and the prophets intoned
to  change its course.

They didn't warn me.
Not the poets.
Not the singers.
None of my heroes.
Oh, some philosphers
issued vague warnings
about staring at the sun,
and the prophets intoned
to  change its course.

Always alone in a world
where others sleep
while I'm awake,
she has been with me,
watched over me,
and kept my secret.

Always alone in a world
where others sleep
while I'm awake,
she has been with me,
watched over me,
and kept my secret.

They taught me. 
They all did.
The poets, the singers,
the philosophers
and the prophets.
All of my heroes
shared the same secret
of harnessing 
elemental powers.

They taught me. 
They all did.
The poets, the singers,
the philosophers
and the prophets.
All of my heroes
shared the same secret
of harnessing 
elemental powers.

But who could know
the full effect 
of a lifetime spent
beneath the full and 
glowing embrace of a
mistress like the moon?

But who could know
the full effect 
of a lifetime spent
beneath the full and 
glowing embrace of a
mistress like the moon?

Like a genie
in a bottle,
waiting in the dark-
Waiting 
for your master
to summon 
your strength.

Like a genie
in a bottle,
waiting in the dark-
Waiting 
for your master
to summon 
your strength.
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They quested for years 
to discover that 
which was always 
closest to them.
But I have always known
to whom my 
apprenticeship was owed...

They quested for years 
to discover that 
which was always 
closest to them.
But I have always known
to whom my 
apprenticeship was owed...

Like a promise of the future,
yours was the first logo I learned to draw.
As I traced your image I learned your name.
And like all secrets, the power was in your name.

Like a promise of the future,
yours was the first logo I learned to draw.
As I traced your image I learned your name.
And like all secrets, the power was in your name.

VELOCE.
"Speed In Time."
VELOCE.
"Speed In Time."

Through the years
I have served you..

Now I'm asking you..
I'm begging you..to do what 

no one and no thing 
else can..

I have preserved you..

TAKE ME BACK!

No one and no thing has
rested in my hands

for more years than you..

SO BELIEVING THAT HE INDEED POSSESSED AN INSTRUMENT OF POWER OVER SPEED AND TIME,
HE SET ABOUT THE SERIOUS BUSINESS OF COVERING THE DISTANCE.. AND CLOSING THE GAPS IN HIS LIFE.
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A Gothic Romance -
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Visit my new WEBSITE! 
www.funnypaperz.com
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Off the main thoroghfares of life-- away from everyday concerns --  you may find that which 
has eluded you. What you cherish most may be waiting … On the Back Roads.
As though I'm caught in a bittersweet Twighlight Zone, I've become suddenly afraid …
That I won't be able to find my way back to this place.
But the car knows the way. And it will keep me safe all the long way 'round, 'Till this road 
brings me back -- to the friends I've yet to see -- and those I thought I'd never see again.
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